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Abstract We numerically investigate the effects of rotation on the turbulent dynamics of thermally
driven buoyant plumes in stratified environments at the large Rossby numbers characteristic of deep
oceanic releases. When compared to nonrotating environments, rotating plumes are distinguished by a
significant decrease in vertical buoyancy and momentum fluxes leading to lower and thicker neutrally
buoyant intrusion layers. The primary dynamic effect of background rotation is the concentration of
entraining fluid into a strong cyclonic flow at the base of the plume resulting in cyclogeostrophic balance in
the radial momentum equation. The structure of this cyclogeostrophic balance moving upward from the
well head is associated with a net adverse vertical pressure gradient producing an inverted hydrostatic
balance in the mean vertical momentum budgets. The present simulations reveal that the primary response
to the adverse pressure gradient is an off-axis deflection of the plume that evolves into a robust, organized
anticyclonic radial precession about the buoyancy source. The off-axis evolution is responsible for the
weaker inertial overshoots, the increased thickness of lateral intrusion layers, and the overall decrease in the
vertical extent of rotating plumes at intermediate Rossby numbers compared to the nonrotating case. For
inlet buoyancy forcings and environmental Rossby numbers consistent with those expected in deepwater
blowout plumes, the speed of the organized precession is found to be as large as typical oceanic cross-flow
speeds.

1. Introduction

On 20 April 2010, an explosion occurred on the Deep Water Horizon drilling rig, located in the Gulf of Mexi-
co, killing 11 people and injuring 17 others [Graham et al., 2011]. This was the beginning of the Deep Water
Horizon (DwH) oil spill, an event that lasted for 87 days. The spill went through several phases: the initial
phase where the deep pipe leaked from two locations, the phase where the pipe was cut, localizing the spill
to the well head and last, additions of various collecting structures. In addition, dispersants were supplied at
the well head [Plume Calculation Team, 2010]. The spill was large (4.9 million barrels of oil and about 5.3 mil-
lion barrels of gas) [Lehr et al., 2010] and considerable effort went into oil recovery, burning of surface oil
and clean up of beaches dirtied by oil. Not all of the DwH oil surfaced. Precise numbers are hard to come
by, but something like 15–30% of the oil remained subsurface [Lubchenco et al., 2012; McNutt et al., 2012].
Knowledge of how and where in the water column the plume fluid detrains is important for assessing sub-
surface oil ecosystem impacts.

Although verified scaling laws for plume metrics exist for many plume types, the deep ocean oil spill prob-
lem presents a host of new modeling challenges. The inlet buoyancy fluxes, produced by a multiphase mix-
ture of oil and gas at elevated temperatures, are extremely large. The background flow is highly irregular on
a broad range of space and time scales, and the environment hosts ecosystems and chemistry that interact
with and are strongly affected by the effluent. Given the duration and location of the DwH event, rotation
and stratification are likely to play important roles.

The purpose of this paper is to isolate the combined effects of rotation (characterized by the rotation fre-
quency f) and stratification (characterized by the buoyancy frequency N) on plume dynamics in order to
understand and quantify how rotation, at representative values of the Rossby number Ro 5 N=f, may modify
overall transport in the initial stages of the plume. To this end, we consider the simplest possible setting,
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namely the Boussinesq behavior of a single phase, thermal plume evolving in a quiescent, thermally strati-
fied environment with constant density gradient. Despite these severe simplifications, such plumes retain
much of the essential physics governing a deepwater release, namely a narrow near field core that entrains
ambient fluid, an intrusion, or spreading level where the input buoyancy anomaly has been erased by tur-
bulent entrainment and an inertial overshoot region above the intrusion level. What is lacking in the single
phase approach is the presence of multiple intrusion levels driven by the slip velocity of secondary phases
relative to that of the ambient water [Socolofsky and Adams, 2005; Fabregat et al., 2015].

Due to their importance in both industrial and geophysical settings, plumes evolving in either stratified or
rotating environments have been the subject of considerable research. Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) have
been used to investigate the symmetry breaking due to rotation on plumes in cross-flows [Lavelle, 1997].
The dynamics of tilted plumes in unstratified environments was studied by Sheremet [2004] and ensemble
statistics of individual plumes in rotating Rayleigh-B�enard convection were discussed in Julien et al. [1999].
Plumes created by rotating sources in uniform environments were studied by Pham et al. [2011] who also
conducted LES to analyze the dependence of the vertical development of turbulent thermal plumes on the
source rotation frequency [Pham et al., 2006]. Experiments on rotating plumes in uniform environments
have also been carried out by Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994]; Fernando et al. [1998]; Goodman et al.
[2004] and more recently numerical simulations of the evolution of rotating laminar plumes in small,
enclosed cavities with emphasis on the stability of both axisymmetric and three-dimensional solutions were
shown by Marqu�es and L�opez [2014]. Rotational effects on fully turbulent, isolated, buoyant plumes in quies-
cent stable stratification are, however, less well detailed.

In order to understand long-term dynamics of rotating stratified plumes, Helfrich and Battisti [1991] con-
ducted a series of experiments by injecting dense water into a salinity stratified rotating tank. Flow visualiza-
tion was conducted at Rossby numbers �5 and 1.5 and compared to a nonrotating case. The results
indicated significant rotational effects, even at Ro 5 5. As the Rossby number decreases from infinity, visual-
izations showed a thickening lateral intrusion layer ‘‘encroaching’’ vertically on the plume source while the
extent of the inertial overshoot region above the intrusion layer is significantly reduced. The dye observa-
tions also confirmed what would be expected from geostrophic considerations, namely, the existence of
two clearly differentiated regions in the flow: a cyclonic circulation near the source where the plume
entrains fresh fluid as it grows in the vertical and an anticyclonic region in the lateral intrusion where the
neutrally buoyant fluid spreads radially. While not explicitly discussed, experimental images clearly show
rotating plumes bending off the vertical axis. In terms of the long term evolution (times greater than �100
rotation periods), the authors observed two regimes. For Ro< Roc � 2.5, the experiments revealed the
development of a mode 2 azimuthal instability eventually leading to the formation of propagating dipoles.
For Ro> Roc, the plume evolves into a single baroclinic vortex that moves away from the source once the
centers of the cyclonic and anticyclonic regions misalign as in a heton configuration.

Motivated by deep ocean thermal vents, Speer and Marshall [1995] studied the effects of rotation on the
convection produced by a sustained localized buoyancy source at Rossby numbers similar to those of Hel-
frich and Battisti. Numerical experiments, conducted at modest resolution with Laplacian eddy-diffusivity
closures, confirmed the importance of the opposite signed circulation regions and showed that the primary
effect of rotation is the creation, as a consequence of angular momentum conservation, of a horizontal
‘‘stratification’’ that directly inhibits vertical plume growth. Consistent with experimental observations of a
critical Rossby number, the numerical results indicated significant reduction in the penetration heights of
rotating plumes compared to classical results for Ro�2. For larger rotation rates, horizontal confinement
leads to observed penetration heights larger than those empirically given for nonrotating plumes. The
numerical model also confirmed derived scaling laws for the growth in the thickness of the anticyclonic
intrusion with rotation rate.

The primary goal of the present work is to revisit these experimental, theoretical, and numerical results in
the context of turbulence resolving simulations. This approach provides both direct access to time-
dependent velocity and density fields and the ability to investigate fully turbulent momentum and energy
budgets. Motivated by deepwater blowout plumes, we also seek to investigate rotation effects at Rossby
numbers consistent with the DwH incident. Given the computational expense, we concentrate on the near
field region of the plume for times less than �20 rotation periods.
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The paper is organized as follows. The governing equations and details of the numerical experiments are
presented in section 2. Examination of instantaneous quantities is presented in section 3 with special
emphasis on the plume at Ro 5 10, a representative value of an oceanic deep water oil release. The exis-
tence of a robust, organized precession of the plume about the vertical axis in the rotating case is also dis-
cussed here. Rotation effects on integral fluxes and mean fields are discussed in sections 4 and 5.
Dynamical consequences of imposed rotation are presented in terms of mean heat, momenta, and turbu-
lent kinetic energy budgets in section 6. A summary of the results is presented in section 7.

2. Model and Numerics

2.1. Governing Equations
With the goal of quantifying the effects of system rotation on the turbulent dynamics of buoyant plumes,
we consider the simplest configuration: a thermally driven, Boussinesq plume evolving in a motionless,
stratified temperature environment under constant rotation. The continuity and momentum equations are

r � ~u50 (1)

qr
D~u
D~t

52r~p1r � ~s1q~g22 ~X3~u (2)

where q is the density of the fluid (with a reference value qr), ~p is the pressure, r � ~s represents the viscous
and turbulent stresses, ~g5ð0; 0;2gÞ is the gravity acceleration vector, and ~X5ð0; 0;xÞ is the rotation vec-
tor and~denotes dimensional variables.

Assuming a linear equation of state for the fluid,

q5qr 12cð~T 2~T rÞ
� �

; (3)

with a thermal expansion coefficient for the water phase c52 � 1024 K21 and a reference state temperature
~T r , the system is closed with an additional conservation equation for the temperature ~T :

@~T

@~t
1r � ð~T ~uÞ5Dhr2~T : (4)

In keeping with experimental practice where a passive tracer is injected at the plume source for visualiza-
tion, we also consider the conservation equation for scalar concentration b,

@b

@~t
1r � b~uð Þ5Dbr2b: (5)

For a background environment thermally stratified with a constant slope f, the temperature can be decom-
posed into ~T ð~x;~tÞ5~hð~x;~tÞ1~T r1f~z where ~hð~x;~tÞ is the disturbance with respect to the unperturbed envi-
ronment with temperature and density profiles ~T eð~zÞ5~T r1f~z and qe5qr 12cð~T e2~T rÞ

� �
5qrð12cf~zÞ,

respectively. The associated buoyancy frequency N is then

N252
g
qr

dqe

d~z
5gfc: (6)

With the inlet buoyancy flux B0 defined as

B05~g00 ~Q05g~Q0
qe2qð Þjz50

qr
5g~A ~w 0c~T 0; (7)

the transport equations (1–5) are nondimensionalized using the usual plume scaling [Socolofsky and Adams,
2005] for velocity U05ðB0NÞ1=4, length L05ðB0=N3Þ1=4, time t051=N, pressure p05qr U2

0, and temperature
T05fL0 � ðB0N5Þ1=4=ðgcÞ51=ðc RiÞ where Ri is the Richradson number defined below. Here ~Q0 is the
inlet volume flux, ~g00 is the reduced gravity at the inlet, ~A5p~D

2
0=4 is the cross-section area of a circular

source of diameter ~D0, and ~w 0 and ~T 0 � ~h0 are the inlet liquid phase velocity and temperature, respec-
tively. Analogously, b0 stands for the inlet passive scalar volume fraction.

The final nondimensional system of partial differential equations reads:
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r � u50 (8)

Du
Dt

52rp1
1

Re
r2u1Rihk̂2

1
Ro

k̂3u (9)

Dh
Dt

5
1

PeT
r2h2u � k̂ (10)

Db
Dt

5
1

Peo
r2b (11)

where the nondimensional groups are the Reynolds number Re5 U0L0
m 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
B0N
p

Nm , the P�eclet number for a scalar

m Pem5 U0L0
Dm

5
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
B0N
p

NDm
, the Rossby number Ro5 U0

fL0
5 N

f where f is the system rotation frequency and the Rich-

ardson number Ri5g L0
U2

0
5

g

B1=4
0 N5=4

. As shown in Fabregat et al. [2015], for Re of order 1000, the molecular con-

tributions to diffusive transport are negligible and the kinematic viscosity and diffusivity for each scalar m

are set at m5Dm51026 m2 s21 (Prandtl and Schmidt number for m set to one).

2.2. Numerical Experiments
The transport equations (8–11) are solved using spectral element methods (SEM) with the nek5000 [Fischer
et al., 2008] package. This code has demonstrated an excellent scalability on parallel architectures and has
been validated for a wide range of turbulent flow configurations. The limitations of the classic fully spectral
methods in terms of geometric flexibility are overcome in SEM which allows for high-order solutions on
complex grids [Deville et al., 2002]. Instead of defining a subgrid-scale (SGS) model to account for unresolved
turbulent scales [€Ozg€okmen et al., 2009a, 2009b], the numerical solution is filtered at near-grid scales using
an approach similar to the Spectral Vanishing Viscosity technique [Karamanos and Karniadakis, 2000; Fischer
and Mullen, 2001]. This is analogous to increasing the nominal Reynolds and P�eclet numbers only at the fin-
est scales. In all simulations, a 5% polynomial filtering of the two highest modes in the Legendre expansion
has been used for every field. This approach ensures stability and preserves the exponential convergence of
the solver while reducing the computational costs of computing the SGS terms. Fully developed channel
simulations have shown that this procedure results in excellent agreement with Direct Numerical Simula-
tions (DNS), it is relatively insensitive to the filter specifics and computationally efficient [Koal et al., 2012].

In order to isolate the effects of rotation on plume dynamics, the basic flow parameters B055 � 1026 m4s23,
N50:1 s21, Ri � 3700, Re5Pem � 7100, D050:3, and w051:5 are held constant in all experiments and f ðs21

Þ5ð0; 2:5 � 1023; 1022; 0:1Þ is varied. In the laboratory setting, this configuration is equivalent to a tank of ~H
52:6 m height with source diameter of ~D058 cm and a total temperature difference in the unperturbed
background of 13.3 K. Using the inlet momentum flux M05ðp=4Þ~D2

0 ~w 2
0, the Morton length scale is found to

be ~LM=L05M3=4
0 B21=2

0 =L0 � 0:25 [Shabbir and George, 1994] resulting in a jet-to-plume transition height
located relatively close to the source. A weak volume forcing [Pham et al., 2007; Plourde et al., 2008; Devenish
et al., 2010b] is used to accelerate the transition to turbulence in the very near field. Specifically, a 5% ampli-
tude noise was added to the vertical velocity over a cylinder with radius D0/2 and height H/40.

Here we concentrate on the earlier stages of plume development and for Rossby number Ro 5 N=f 5 10, a
representative oceanographic value, integrations are conducted for ~tf < 20. While considerably shorter
than the expected time for the development of baroclinic instability [Helfrich and Battisti, 1991], results indi-
cate that this time is long enough to achieve statistically stationary values of buoyancy and passive tracer
concentration in the open computational domain. For comparison, Speer and Marshall find steady values
for observed penetration heights and swirl velocities for tf �40 for Ro 5 5 and indications that this time
decreases with decreasing rotation rate.

The nominal computational domain is a cylinder of diameter D52R5~D=L0510 and height H5~H=L0510.
The domain is spatially discretized using 14th-order Legendre polynomials on 7540 elements resulting in
�22 million degrees of freedom. A detail of the SEM mesh is shown in the lower horizontal slice in Figure
1a. Experiments on buoyant plumes in stratified environments are usually limited by the accumulation of
scalars in the tank. Using open (outflow) lateral boundary conditions for the momentum, the numerical sim-
ulations permit the establishment of statistically developed flow conditions and mimic the conditions of an
environmental release. The far field conditions are implemented via Dirichlet zero for the scalars (h and b).
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Numerical stability at these open boundaries are ensured using numerical sponge regions [Applequist and
Schlatter, 2014] in the radial direction where the local diffusivity coefficients for momentum and scalars
smoothly increase to damp arriving perturbations. The top boundary condition is no-shear for the momen-
tum and zero derivative for the scalars. At the bottom, Dirichlet momentum and scalars boundary condi-
tions are used to set-up the plume source. Figure 1a shows vertical slices of the instantaneous passive
scalar volume fraction b (left) and temperature T (right).

The effect of the lateral boundary conditions was analyzed by comparing results at Ro 5 10 for two numeri-
cal domain radial sizes, R 5 5 and R 5 8. The resolution of the interior, nearly Cartesian, grid patch is identi-
cal in the two cases. Figures 1c and 1d show instantaneous snapshots of the passive tracer field over r< 4
for both R 5 5 and R 5 8 simulations. The vertical location and width of the lateral intrusion is unchanged
indicating that the computed plume dynamics are relatively insensitive to the precise location of the lateral
boundary conditions. The vertical velocity spectra at ðr; zÞ5ð0:5; 2:5Þ shown in Figure 1b for both domains
are also very similar in terms of both the low-frequency peak magnitude and the extent of the k25=3 inertial
range.

3. Instantaneous Fields: Organized Precession

Figure 2 shows instantaneous volume plots of the passive scalar concentration b (left) and the temperature
perturbation h (right) for plumes at Ro 51, 40, and 10 taken under statistically steady conditions in the
numerical domain and at Ro 5 1 at similar integration times. The color values are identical for all Rossby
numbers.

Figure 1. (top left) Vertical slices of instantaneous passive scalar volume fraction b (left half) and temperature T (right half). The horizontal slice shows the spectral element mesh. (top
right) Off-axis (r 5 0.5, z 5 2.5) vertical velocity power spectrum for the thermal plumes at Ro 5 10 with two different numerical domain sizes R 5 5 and 8. (bottom) Instantaneous b
snapshots for R 5 5 (left) and R 5 8 (right).
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The passive scalar fields are clearly consistent with the experimental results by Helfrich and Battisti [1991]
showing that as the rotation rate increases from Ro 51 to Ro 5 10 (i) the lateral intrusion ‘‘encroaches’’ verti-
cally on the source obscuring the plume core, (ii) the thickness of the intrusion layer increases, and (iii) the
inertial overshoot region is no longer vertically aligned above the source and its extent is significantly
reduced. All these rotation effects lead to an overall increase in the dispersion of the passive scalar in the verti-
cal. Although the rotation effects on the instantaneous b field in the weakest rotation rate case at Ro 5 40
shown in Figure 2c are very modest, the results at Ro 5 10 shown in Figure 2e are qualitatively very similar to
the experimental visualizations reported by Helfrich and Battisti at Ro 5 5 [see Helfrich and Battisti, 1991,
Figure 1]. Both clearly indicate off-axis vertical evolution of the plume fluid below the entrainment layer.

This bending of the rotating plume is more easily observed in the right plots of Figure 2 showing instanta-
neous temperature perturbation fields. In contrast to the nonrotating case in Figure 2b where the positively

Figure 2. Volume rendering of the instantaneous passive scalar volume fraction, b, (left plots) and temperature perturbation, h, (right
plots) at various Rossby numbers. Transparency ranges from zero to one linearly over the range of b. In h, red denotes positively buoyant
and blue negatively buoyant. Gaps in perturbation temperature occur at the neutrally buoyant level where h vanishes.
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buoyant plume (red-yellow) is aligned
with the vertical axis, in the rotating
cases the positive buoyancy region is
deflected off-axis and mixes more vig-
orously at the lateral intrusion. Also,
the rotation considerably reduces the
extent and strength of the negatively
buoyant overshoots (cyan-blue). The
instantaneous h field offer a better pic-
ture of the differences in the intensity
of the plume bending between the
Ro 5 40 shown in Figure 2d and the
Ro 5 10 plume in Figure 2f. The results
indicate that while at the slowest rota-
tion the plume deflection of the axis
stem is limited, the top part of the
plume core exhibits a clearer off-axis
location of the downdrafts.

Interestingly, the trend observed from
Ro 51 to Ro 5 10 consisting in the
progressive reduction of the trapping
height, changes for Ro 5 1. With a less
pronounced deflection of the plume
axis in comparison to Ro 5 10 and with
a stronger inhibition of the lateral
spreading due to the faster rotation
rate, this plume exhibits the largest
vertical extent and the faster accumu-
lation of the scalars b and h in compar-

ison to the other cases as shown in Figures 2g and 2h, respectively. While the lateral intrusion in the higher
Rossby number cases eventually reaches the lateral boundaries, the plume at Ro 5 1, with a smaller Rossby
deformation radius, is confined in the numerical domain.

This change in the rotating plume dynamics between Ro 5 10 and Ro 5 1 is in agreement with the Helfrich
and Battisti results who suggested that there is a change of regime at Ro � 2:5. For Ro 5 0.67 and
~tf 5t=Ro�225, they observed the formation of anticyclonic-cyclonic pairs (dipoles) at the intrusion level
which eventually travel away from the source. For Ro> 3.11 and t=Ro�108, the plume does not break but
propagates away from the source as a single baroclinic vortex. Similarly, the numerical results by Speer and
Marshall [1995] suggested that for Ro�2 horizontal confinement lead to penetration heights larger than
those empirically obtained for nonrotation plumes. Although a Rossby number Oð1Þ is far outside the range
that any deepwater oil blowout event will ever achieve, we keep the results for this case for the sake of dis-
cussion on the Rossby number dependence of the plume dynamics.

Two animations (supporting information movies S1 and S2) show that rotating plumes are not only
deflected away from the vertical, but that this deflection is eventually organized into a robust, anticyclonic
azimuthal precession of the buoyant core. To demonstrate this organized precession, time traces of the ver-
tical velocity taken at selected positions are shown in Figure 3. The signal clearly indicates the cyclical, near-
ly periodic appearance of the plume as a peak in w in the rotating plumes at Ro 5 40, 10, and 1 (Figures 3b–
3d). The spatial location in each case was determined such that the strength of the precession signature is
maximized.

In contrast, the axially aligned nonrotating plume in Figure 3a shows nominal fluctuating values of w at all
times (time has been scaled using the nondimensional buoyancy period TN52p for clarity). The precession
frequency at ðr; zÞ5ð1; 1:5Þ in the rotating case at Ro 5 10 in Figure 3c is estimated to be ~f p � 0:15N51:5f .
While the radial location of peak w is z-dependent, time traces indicate that the frequency is not.

Figure 3. (top to bottom) Sample of the temporal evolution of the vertical veloci-
ty w at Rossby numbers Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1. The time period Dt=TN525 for
each Rossby number is representative of statistically developed conditions and
the spatial coordinates are chosen so that the precession signal strength is
maximized.
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Further quantification of the periodic precession of the rotating plume can be obtained from standard
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) analysis of the vertical velocity field. The principal modes for the case
at Ro 5 10 were obtained at z 5 1.5, slightly below the intrusion layer, from 25 instantaneous snapshots col-
lected over DtEOF � 125. This time span corresponds to approximately 3.2 of the precession periods
observed in Figure 3. Five of these instantaneous w fields are shown in Figures 4a–4e. Positive and negative
instantaneous values of vertical velocity are colored in red and blue, respectively. The sequence of images
show the anticyclonic trajectory described by the plume core (dark red) around the source (black circle) dur-
ing approximately one precession period.

The first of the two principal eigenfunctions explaining �50 % of the total variance is shown in Figure 4f.
The results indicate that the dominant structure is described by a mode one azimuthal function associated
with the plume-wake pair precessing around the z axis. For reference, the black circle indicates the plume
source. As shown in Figure 4g, the time evolution of the coefficient of the first mode is in very good agree-
ment with the fp value estimated from Figure 3c. This mode one configuration is similar to that found in sta-
bility analysis of vortices in stratified environments [Riedinger et al., 2010] and the stability analysis of
laminar plumes in enclosed cavities [Marqu�es and L�opez, 2014].

Analysis of even longer time traces indicates the persistence, and continued near-periodicity, of the orga-
nized precession. The presence of this mode, absent in the Ro 51 case, implies that rotating plumes gen-
erate a mean phase-averaged flow field that significantly alters their dynamics. In this sense, rotating
stratified plumes share some of the properties observed in stratified nonrotating plumes in cross flows
[Lavelle, 1997; Devenish et al., 2010a] where the unidirectional current leaves gravity waves in the plume
wake. In the rotating case, the periodic precession of the axis produces a plume that continually interacts
with its own wake.

The observed changes in the overall shape of plumes induced by rotation can be explained by the exis-
tence of the organized precession. Instead of a single inertial overshoot aligned with the source, the pre-
cessing plume generates a ring of weaker overshoots. The associated downdrafts now periodically entrain
fluid from the intrusion level toward the core, explaining the ‘‘encroaching’’ and eventual ‘‘obscuring’’ of the
dyed plume observed experimentally [Helfrich and Battisti, 1991]. Although the presence of an organized

Figure 4. (a)–(e) Snapshots of the vertical velocity at t0, t011:5; t013:1; t014:7, and t016:1. with red positive (vertically upwards) and blue negative. (f) First eigenfunction in the
Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis for w at z 5 1.5. Red positive, blue negative, (g) Time evolution of the coefficient for the first EOF mode.
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precession was not explicitly mentioned by Helfrich and Battisti [1991], the strong agreement between
numerical and experimental snapshots of plume shape suggests that there is precession in both cases. The
numerical plumes generated by Speer and Marshall [1995] do not show precession, or any significant break-
ing of axisymmetry. The simulations, however, employ relatively large effective diffusivities that may over-
damp the time-dependent mode.

4. Integral Quantities

The presence of a robust, anticyclonic precession strongly affects the turbulent mixing and overall disper-
sion in plumes under rotation. In this section, we quantify these effects on mean volume, area, and time
quantities. Mean and turbulent fields are obtained by taking temporal averages once statistically stationary
conditions are reached in the open computational domain. Under periodic azimuthal precession, time-
averaged fields are axisymmetric, and statistical sampling is increased here by additional averaging in the
azimuthal direction.

In polar coordinates, the directional velocities are urðr;/; z; tÞ5cos ð/Þuðx; y; z; tÞ1sin ð/Þvðx; y; z; tÞ, uaðr;/
; z; tÞ5cos ð/Þvðx; y; z; tÞ2sin ð/Þuðx; y; z; tÞ and the average of any quantity, w, is given by

hwiðr; zÞ5 1
2pDt

ð2p

0

ðDt

0

wðr;/; z; sÞdsd/: (12)

Instantaneous variables can then be decomposed into average and fluctuating components by
wðr;/; z; tÞ5hwiðr; zÞ1w0ðr;/; z; tÞ.

The temporal evolution of the volume integral over the computational domain of the passive scalar concen-
tration and temperature perturbation can be used to assess the effect of rotation on overall transport and
determine the time to establish statistically stationary conditions. The results for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1,
shown in Figure 5, indicate that as the Rossby number decreases the accumulation rate of temperature per-
turbation (left plot) starts to diverge earlier with respect to the nonrotating case. The time taken to depart
from the Ro 51 case is roughly equal to the Rossby number, i.e., it takes one system rotation period to
start showing significant departures from the nonrotating case. The instantaneous total amount of h in the
domain depends on the balance between the influx at the source and the volume integral of the vertical
velocity that accounts for the vertical stratification effect. The transport of h through the lateral boundaries
is a negligible contribution to the balance due to the neutral buoyancy conditions in the lateral intrusion.
The development of an anticyclonic plume axis precession in the rotating case deflects the plume and leads
to a reduction in the volume-averaged vertical velocity during the transient state that results in an increase
of the volume integral of h with respect to the nonrotating case. The pronounced deflection at Ro 5 10 in
comparison to the Ro 5 40 plume explain the very limited effect in the latter. As a result, the volume

Figure 5. (left) Volume integral of h at Rossby numbers Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1. (right) Volume integral of b.
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integral of h under statistically steady conditions increases as the Rossby number decreases. This can be
observed in the instantaneous fields in the right plots of Figure 2 that show a reduction in the extent and
strength of the negatively buoyant regions associated with the inertial overshoots.

The evolution in the volume integral of b (Figure 5, right) reaches a plateau when the source influx is bal-
anced by the radial advective outflux through the lateral boundaries. The faster growth of the total amount
of b as Ro decreases indicates that rotation reinforces the lateral confinement of the plume. This decrease
in the rate at which b leaves the domain results in the thickening of the lateral intrusion as shown in the
instantaneous fields in the left plots of Figure 2. The Ro 5 1 plume, totally confined in the numerical
domain, exhibits a linear growth of the volume integral of b with a slope equal to the inlet flux of this scalar.
In this case, the rotation leads to a pronounced suppression of the radial entrainment in the plume and a
continuous increase in the penetration height in time [Speer and Marshall, 1995].

It is important to note that while the initial time for the temporal averaging in the Ro 51, 40, and 10 cases
correspond to the time when the metrics in Figure 5 reach a plateau, for the Ro 5 1 case, such conditions
never occur given the continuous growth of the confined plume. However, in order to analyze the plume
dynamics dependence on the Rossby number, averages for this case were also obtained starting at a time
similar to that used in the Ro 5 10 case.

The vertical volume Q, momentum M, and buoyancy B fluxes, defined as

QðzÞ52p
ð1

0
rhwiðr; zÞdr (13)

MðzÞ52p
ð1

0
rhwi2ðr; zÞdr (14)

BðzÞ52p
ð1

0
rhwiðr; zÞhgi0ðr; zÞdr; (15)

are shown in Figure 6 for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.

In agreement with the instantaneous fields of b in Figure 2, the results for the vertical evolution of the volume
flux at Ro 51, 40, and 10 show that the location where the lateral intrusion starts to form, estimated from the
peak in Q, decreases as the rotation rate increases. The mean rate of entrainment in the vertical, determined by
integrating the continuity equation in the radial direction, can be written as dQ=dz52ðrhuiÞj1. The results
show that, except for the region z�0:5 where rotation generates a modest increase in dQ/dz, the local entrain-
ment up to the lateral intrusion location decreases as the Rossby number increases from Ro 51 to Ro 5 10.
This inhibition of the radial flux continues at the trapping height where the reversed (detrainment) flow

decreases with Ro. The net entrainment, QH2Q05
Ð H

0
dQ
dz dz, is very similar for the plumes at Ro 51, 40, and 10

suggesting that for these cases rotation leads to a very moderate confinement of the plume. In contrast, in the
Ro 5 1 plume the net vertical flux is dramatically reduced indicating a shut off of the net entrainment flux.

Figure 6. (left) Vertical volume Qz for Rossby numbers Ro 51, 40 and 10. (middle) Momentum flux M. (right) Buoyancy flux B.
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The deflection of the plume axis under rotation leads to the generation of a large radial velocity component
that significantly enhances radial transport to the detriment of the vertical component. At Ro 5 40, this
deflection is very modest and barely modifies the plume alignment with respect to the z axis in the source
vicinity (see Figure 2d). However, at Ro 5 10, the deflection is very clear and the plume bending is evident
at much closer locations to the source (see Figure 2f). This dramatically changes the vertical evolution of the
momentum flux M as shown in the middle plot in Figure 6. As the rotation rate increases, the ability of the
plume to increase the vertical transport of momentum decreases and the maximum value of M for Ro 5 10
and Ro 5 1 occurs at the inlet. In terms of the buoyancy flux (right plot), as Rossby number decreases from
Ro 51 to Ro 5 10 B also decreases due to the increase in the deflection angle of the plume core and
enhanced lateral mixing. At Ro 5 1, this trend reverses. Mixing within the radially confined plume destrati-
fies the environment leading to significantly lower vertical velocities and slower decay of the buoyancy flux.

In the nonrotating case and in the context of integral solution as derived by Morton et al. [1956], it is possi-
ble to estimate the mean entrainment coefficient ae5ðdQz=dzÞ=ð2p

ffiffiffiffi
M
p
Þ over the region 0 < z < 1:5 where

the stratification effects are relatively unimportant and the mean vertical velocity and temperature are
assumed Gaussian. The value of ae50:15 is in excellent agreement with the numerical results for hydrother-
mal plumes by Jiang and Breier [2014].

5. Mean Fields

More detailed information on the differences between rotating and nonrotating cases are obtained by com-
paring the average passive scalar field, Figures 7a–7d, and the streamlines (colored by the mean swirl veloc-
ity), Figures 7e–7h, at Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1. For the Ro 5 10 case, an animation showing the structure of
the plume dominated by the cyclone around the plume stem and the anticyclonic circulation in the lateral
intrusion is available online (supporting information movie S3).

The hbi results at Ro 51 shown in Figure 7a correspond to the well-known topology of nonrotating
plumes in linearly stratified environments [Morton et al., 1956]. The characteristics heights zeq 5 2.6 and
zmax 5 4.2, defined as the location where the axial mean reduced density and vertical velocity vanish, are in
agreement with previous works [Devenish et al., 2010b; Richards et al., 2014].

The effects of increasing the rotation rate from Ro 51 to Ro 5 10 on the lateral intrusion include an
increase in the width and a reduction in its vertical location. Additionally, the vertical extent of inertial over-
shoots prevalent in the nonrotating plume in Figure 7a are significantly reduced as the Rossby number
decreases. These effects are in agreement to the experimental observations described by Helfrich and Bat-
tisti [1991].

As discussed in section3, these changes are intimately related to the establishment of a persistent, anticy-
clonic precession of the plume axis in the rotating cases. Topologically, the signature of this precession on
the mean field of b consists of a plume axis deflection with respect to the vertical z axis. The relatively small
deflection of the Ro 5 40 plume in Figure 7b axis in the near-source region leads to very modest differences
with respect to the nonrotating case (see also Figures 2a, 2d). However, further in the vertical, both cases
exhibit clear differences and the plume top in the Ro 5 40 case is characterized by weaker inertial over-
shoots and significantly smoother gradients at the trapping height location.

At Ro 5 10, the signature of rotation on the hbi field is evident along the entire vertical extent of the plume
as shown in Figure 7c. The mean passive scalar results are used to estimate the precession angle and the
reduction in the trapping height location to be �66

�
and �17 % with respect to the nonrotating case. The

17% reduction in the location of the trapping height is in general agreement with Speer and Marshal’s
observations of a 20% reduction in penetration height for Ro 5 4 and 5.

As discussed in terms of mean vertical flux in the previous section, Figure 7d shows that the plume at
Ro 5 1 is characterized by a net entrainment shut off that confines the plume in the radial leading to a larg-
er vertical extent and smoother scalar gradients in the plume core. In addition, the results show that the
bending angle due to the precession is smaller than that at Ro 5 10.

The streamlines at Ro 51 in Figure 7e show the flow pattern in a nonrotating plume. Below the intrusion,
the fluid parcels in the plume surroundings travel horizontally as they are entrained into the plume. In the
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source vicinity where the stratification effects are small, the plume width b(z) is characterized by a linear
growth, bðzÞ � z. Further in the vertical, the buoyancy flux eventually vanishes and the plume core continues
to grow due to inertial effects. After reaching the maximum plume height, the negatively buoyant fluid starts
falling down generating an outer ring of downdrafts around the plume top. After generating a weak under-
shoot due to their inertia, the fluid parcels in the downdraft spread radially at their neutral buoyancy level gen-
erating the lateral intrusion. As expected in the absence of rotation, the mean swirl velocity is virtually zero.

Once under rotation, even for the slowest rotation at Ro 5 40, the plume exhibits a strong cyclonic circula-
tion in the source vicinity. At Ro 5 40, the rotation is not fast enough to noticeably deflect the plume stem.
However, at the plume top, the rotation effects are apparent: the plume axis is bent, the vertical extent of
the plume is reduced and the inertial overshoots and downdraft outer ring are weaker (see also Figures 2b
and 2d)). Notably, the streamlines also show a blockage of the entraining fluid in the bottom region associ-
ated with the establishment of a cyclostrophic balance in the radial momentum budget (see section 6.2). As
suggested by the results for Q in Figure 6, this blockage in the Ro 5 40 plume has a limited effect on the
overall net entrainment.

The results at Ro 5 10 indicate more pronounced rotational effects on the plume mean circulation. The
streamlines show a marked plume axis deflection above the inlet, a decrease in the trapping height location
and the appearance of recirculations between the plume and the z axes. The strengthening of the

Figure 7. (left to right) Temporal and azimuthal averages of passive scalar volume fraction (top) and streamlines colored by the swirl velocity (bottom) at Rossby numbers Ro 51, 40,
10, and 1, respectively.
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entrainment blockage in the bottom region is accompanied by an increase in size of the cyclonic circulation
and an increase in magnitude of the anticyclonic velocity in the lateral intrusion. These changes, however,
do not alter significantly the net overall entrainment flux which exhibits similar values to those found at
Ro 51 and Ro 5 40 as shown in the results for Q. At Ro 5 1, the plume mean circulation changes drastical-
ly. The streamlines show a clear suppression of the net radial entrainment into the plume that explains the
much smaller values of mean vertical volume flux shown in Figure 6. In addition, the plume region is domi-
nated by a collection of recirculation cells that explain the intense mixing in the scalar fields also observed
in Figures 2g and 2h).

6. Dynamic Balances

Having shown the existence of a mean anticyclonic precession of the plume axis and discussed its effects
on the turbulent mixing in rotating plumes, here we explain the mechanism that generates this distinctive
feature by analyzing the budgets of heat and vertical and radial momentum at z 5 1.4 for the Rossby num-
bers Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.

6.1. Heat
Contributions to the mean heat budget,

hui @hhi
@r

1hwi @hhi
@z

52hwi2 1
r
@ðrhu0h0iÞ

@r
1
@hw0h0i
@z

� �
; (16)

are shown in Figure 8 where the thin dashed black line indicates the residual error in the balance.

Using the ‘‘thin turbulence’’ concept, plumes and other basic shear flows have been studied in classical tur-
bulence texts [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972]. Specifically, for a nonrotating plume in a uniform environment,
the heat balance in equation (16) reduces to

hwi @hhi
@z
� 2

1
r
@ðrhu0h0iÞ

@r
; (17)

i.e., the mean vertical advective transport of heat is balanced by the radial turbulent transport. The results
for the nonrotating plume (Ro 51) in a stratified environment are very similar to the balance in equation
(17) given the relatively small contribution due to the mean stratification at z 5 1.4 which is mostly balanced
by the other minor contribution, the vertical turbulent transport. Although this picture of the heat budget is
similar at Ro 5 40, the two main terms in equation (17), that dominated the balance in the nonrotating
case, decreased in magnitude leading to nonnegligible contributions from the stratification and the vertical
heat turbulent flux.

A more dramatic change happens at Ro 5 10. Characterized by the pronounced axis deflection of the
plume, the mean vertical advective heat transport in this case is negligible. The resulting heat budget is
now dominated by the turbulence transport terms and the stratification which are two orders of magnitude
smaller than the main contributions in the Ro 51 case. The effects of the off-axis location of the plume
core are reflected in the off-axis peaks in the radial distribution of the turbulent transport and stratification.

As shown in Figures 7a–7d, the descending intrusion layer trend observed from Ro 51 to Ro 5 10 is bro-
ken at Ro 5 1 that also exhibits a less pronounced plume axis deflection when compared to Ro 5 10. This
change of regime from Ro 5 10 to Ro 5 1 is also observed in the heat budget. The balance at Ro 5 1, similar
to that at Ro 5 40, exhibits a significant contribution due the mean vertical advective heat transport
although the magnitude is one order of magnitude smaller.

6.2. Radial Momentum
Contributions to the mean radial momentum budget,

hui @hui
@r

1hwi @hui
@z

52
@hpi
@r

2
@hu02i
@r

2
@hu0w0i
@z

1
hv02i2hu02i

r
1
hvi2

r|{z}
CS

1
hvi
Ro|{z}
GS

; (18)

are shown in Figure 9. ‘‘CS’’ and ‘‘GS’’ denote ‘‘cyclostrophic’’ and ‘‘geostrophic’’ terms, respectively
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In a nonrotating plume where the mean azimuthal velocity is zero, isotropy in the radial and azimuthal
directions implies vanishing differences between hu02i and hv02i. The turbulent radial transport balances the
mean radial pressure gradient [Shabbir and George, 1994]. The radial momentum budget for the Ro 51
plume (Figure 9) confirms this balance.

Even under slow rotation, Ro 5 40, the presence of mean azimuthal velocities modifies the classic balance with
cyclostrophic terms contributing at first-order (Figure 9). The horizontal pressure gradient is now given by

@hpi
@r
� 2

@hu02i
@r

1
hvi2

r
: (19)

Although small compared to the main contributions, modest rotation also weakens isotropy in the lateral
resulting in a net contribution from the turbulence terms hv02i2hu02i.

As the rotation rate increases to Ro 5 10, cyclostrophy dominates the pressure balance. The overall magni-
tude of the radial pressure gradient and the cyclostrophic term are reduced by one order of magnitude in
comparison to Ro 51. Off-axis deflection of the plume produces significant vertical turbulent transport
which nearly balances radial turbulent transport. With the radial and vertical turbulent transport terms in
approximate balance, equation (18) reduces to cyclostophy, @hpi

@r �
hvi2

r . At even larger rotation rates, Ro 5 1,
geostrophic contributions become important and the radial pressure gradient is found to be in cyclogeo-
strophic balance. Compared to the Ro 51 case where the mean radial pressure gradient is totally balanced
by the turbulent radial transport term, at Ro 5 1 turbulent transport terms make negligible contributions to
the radial momentum budget.

Figure 8. Heat budget at z 5 1.4 for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.
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Angular momentum conservation, combined with large entrainment velocities near the plume source, pro-
duce significant mean swirl speeds in rotating plumes, and dramatically change radial momentum balances.
As shown below, nonnegligible cyclostrophic contributions directly impact the sign of the vertical pressure
gradient leading to instabilities under which a rotating plume will develop the mean anticyclonic precession
described in section 3.

6.3. Vertical Momentum
Individual contributions to the vertical momentum budget,

hui @hwi
@r

1hwi @hwi
@z

52
@hpi
@z

1Rihhi2 1
r
@ðrhu0w0iÞ

@r
1
@hw02i
@z

� �
; (20)

are shown in Figure 10. The results for the Ro 51 plume show that, to first-order, the vertical advection of
momentum is balanced by the turbulent transport in the radial direction and the buoyancy. This distribu-
tion resembles that found in the heat budget where the vertical advective transport of heat was mostly bal-
anced by the radial turbulent transport and, to a lesser extent, the stratification (see Figure 8).

The balance at Ro 5 40 shows an increase in the relative importance of the vertical turbulent flux term. The
mean vertical advection and radial turbulent flux, along with the buoyancy, still form the dominant balance
although their magnitude has decreased with respect to the Ro 51 case at z 5 1.4. Importantly, the pres-
sure gradient term, still relatively small, has changed sign in the plume core region. In other words,

Figure 9. Radial momentum budget at z 5 1.4 for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.
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rotational effects invert the sign of the mean vertical pressure gradient which becomes positive (adverse)
near the z axis.

This crucial difference increases as the rotation rate increases. At Ro 5 10, the picture changes radically in
agreement with observations for the heat budget. The smaller values of mean vertical velocity and gra-
dients result in negligible contributions from the mean vertical advection term. Due to the plume axis
deflection, the radial and vertical turbulent transport terms exhibit an off-axis peak. Notably, as observed in
the radial momentum budget, turbulent transport terms are of opposite sign reducing their net contribu-
tion. The resulting budget is dominated by the balance between the mean buoyancy and the mean pres-
sure vertical gradient, essentially unstable hydrostatic equilibrium in the vertical.

In order to explain the rotation induced change in sign of the mean vertical pressure gradient, we integrate
the cyclostrophic radial momentum balance,

hpiðr; zÞ5hpcsiðr; zÞ5
ðr0

0

hvi2ðr0; zÞ
r0

dr01f ðzÞ (21)

where hpcsi denotes the cyclostrophic pressure. The mean vertical pressure gradient, can then be estimated as

@hpi
@z
� hpcsi

@z
: (22)

The cyclostrophic term hvi2=r and its radial integral, defined as the cyclostrophic pressure in equation (21),
are shown in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively. Two isocontours at hwi50:15 (solid) and hbi=b050:1

Figure 10. Vertical momentum budget at z 5 1.4 for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.
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(dashed) are included for plume and lateral intrusion location reference. The vertical gradient, shown in Fig-
ure 11c, indicates that the establishment of the cyclostrophic circulation generates a positive pressure gra-
dient along the plume trajectory. This adverse pressure gradient leads to an unstable flow configuration in
which the plume is driven off-axis and, by angular momentum conservation, forced to describe an anticy-
clonic mean precession. In other words, while in a nonrotating plume the vertical momentum induced by
the buoyancy is balanced by the vertical advection and the radial turbulent transport term, in the rotating
case, the same buoyancy force is opposed by a mean, destabilizing, vertical pressure force. The final flow
configuration, as shown in Figure 4, is characterized by a mode one in the azimuthal direction correspond-
ing to the plume-wake pair in continuous anticyclonic precession around the z axis.

The results for Ro 5 1 show that, as it happens in the radial momentum budget, as rotation increases the
turbulent terms are suppressed. The hydrostatic balance between the mean buoyancy and the (positive)
vertical pressure gradient discussed for Ro 5 10 is reinforced with an increase in the magnitude of both
contributions.

6.4. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Rotation, even at moderate Rossby numbers, leads to significant changes in the plume dynamics. These
effects also alter dramatically the budget of turbulent kinetic energy K5 1

2 hu0i u0ii defined in equation (23)
and shown in Figure 12. The symbol � stands here for all the terms not explicitly solved: pressure terms, tur-
bulent transport, molecular viscous transport, and dissipation.
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In the nonrotating plume, the turbulent kinetic energy is produced mainly by shear stress via the term hu0w
0i@hwi=@r with minor contributions due to the buoyancy and the term hw02i@hwi=@z resulting in the well-

Figure 11. (a) The cyclostrophic term hvi2
r at Ro 5 10, (b) the cyclostrophic pressure hpcsi as defined in equation (21), and (c) the vertical gradient @hpcsi

@z . Solid and dashed contour lines cor-
respond to hwi50:15 and hb=b0i50:1, respectively.
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known ‘‘production equals dissipation’’ balance of thermal plumes in uniform environments [Tennekes and
Lumley, 1972].

Contrarily, as the Rossby number decreases and the plume bends reducing the magnitude of the mean
radial gradients (see Figure 7), the production of turbulent kinetic energy via mean shear decays to be a rel-
atively minor contribution at Ro 5 10 and Ro 5 1. Instead, as rotation speed increases, K becomes mainly
produced by the buoyancy contribution. Results also show that while the total K production at z 5 1.4
(dashed line) for the Ro 5 40 plume is very similar to that in the nonrotating case, at Ro 5 10 this quantity
decayed by one order of magnitude. Increasing the rotation rate up to Ro 5 1 leads to a change in this
trend and the K production increases with respect to the Ro 5 10 plume. This is in agreement with the
change of regime between Ro 5 10 and Ro 5 1 discussed above.

Despite the similar values of turbulent kinetic energy production at Ro 51 and Ro 5 40 at z 5 1.4 shown in
Figure 12, the results in Figure 13c reveal that, at that location, the rotating plume has larger values of K
than the nonrotating case. This is explained by the largest production of K closer to the source as shown in
Figure 13c that presents the results at z 5 0.6. At that location, both Ro 51 and Ro 5 40 exhibit an off-axis
peak in K at r � D=250:15 where the mean shear layer is found. The larger production of turbulent kinetic
energy at Ro 5 40 suggest that, although too weak to notably deflect the plume at that z level, rotation
effects induce an increase in the velocity fluctuation intensities near the source due to the establishment of

Figure 12. Turbulent kinetic energy budget at z 5 1.4 for Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1. The total production corresponding to the sum of all the
explicit terms in the right hand side of equation (23) is shown as a dashed line.
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a cyclonic circulation. The vertical advective transport of K explains the larger values of turbulent kinetic
energy found downstream at z 5 0.9, 1.4, and 1.9.

In comparison to the plumes at Ro 51 and Ro 5 40, the results for the Ro 5 10 plume show that the peak
in K is located further in the radial location as a result of the pronounced plume deflection. Although com-
parable in magnitude to the two largest values of Rossby at z 5 0.6, the magnitude of K decays faster and at
z 5 1.4 its maximum value is only around 20% of that at Ro 5 40. Characterized by a less marked plume axis
deflection, the results at Ro 5 1 reveal that this case has the largest value of turbulent kinetic energy near
the source. Again, as in the Ro 5 10 case, the sustained precession leads to a faster vertical decay in turbu-
lent kinetic energy and at z 5 1.4 both fastest rotation rate cases exhibit similar values of K.

7. Conclusions

The shape and structure of turbulent buoyant plumes evolving in stably stratified environments are found
to be strongly affected by rotation. Results show that as the Rossby number decreases from Ro 51 to
Ro 5 10 the vertical location of the lateral intrusion decreases and vertical momentum and buoyancy fluxes
decay significantly. Overall, rotating plumes are shorter with lower and thicker lateral intrusions. The present
numerical results indicate a 25% decrease in the maximum plume height at Ro 5 10 compared to the non-
rotating case.

Dynamically, the primary effect of rotation is the establishment of cyclogeostrophic balance in the near-
field radial momentum budget [Speer and Marshall, 1995] and, consequently, the generation of an adverse
vertical pressure gradient. Without an inward mass flux, the plume cannot directly and vertically convect as
for nonrotating plumes. The result, consistent with experimental observations [Helfrich and Battisti, 1991], is
a tilted plume with the axis directed at an angle to the vertical and the establishment of a persistent anticy-
clonic precession.

Figure 13. Turbulent kinetic energy at z50:6; 0:9; 1:4; 1:9 for plumes at Ro 51, 40, 10, and 1.
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The organized, nearly period precession of a tilted plume axis produces three-dimensional, phase-averaged
mean fields. As such, rotating plumes share some characteristics with plumes in cross flows. However, unlike
a plume in a uniform cross flows, a precessing plumes continuously interacts with its own wake. The present
numerical results show clear signals of organized precession in both off-axis time series of vertical velocity
and scalar concentration and in Empirical Orthogonal Functions of the vertical velocity field that exhibit
mode one azimuthal structure.

In a deepwater oil blowout with a representative Rossby number around Ro 5 10, estimations of the linear
velocity of the precessing plume axis and the typical deep ocean current speed are of the same order. Spe-
cifically, using an approximate inlet buoyancy flux for the DwH BDwH50:37 ms4s23 and buoyancy frequency
NDwH51023 s21, the velocity and length scales are UDwH5ðBDwHNDwHÞ1=4 � 0:14 m s21 and LDwH5UDwH=

NDwH � 140 m, respectively. The resulting precession frequency ~f DwH5~f pðL0=U0Þ=ðLDwH=UDwHÞ50:15NDwH5

1:531024 s21 can be used to estimated the precession linear velocity at ~r p5rp LDwH5140 m as ~up52p~r p
~f DwH � 13 cms21. As such, the effects of rotation on pollutant dispersion in deepwater blowouts are poten-
tially relevant even in the presence of a background cross flow.

Rotation at moderate Rossby numbers also significantly impacts the structure and magnitude of plume tur-
bulence. Turbulent kinetic energy budgets indicate marked reduction in the fluctuating kinetic energy and
mechanical production from mean shear as rotation increases. At Ro 5 10, the main source of turbulent
kinetic energy is due to buoyancy production. The three-dimensional nature of the tilted plume implies that
vertical turbulent transport terms are no longer negligible compared to those in the radial direction further
complicating standard turbulence modeling approaches.

In summary, despite the very small spatial scales of the injection, and relatively large buoyancy anomalies
associated with the combined oil and gas effluent, planetary rotation emerges as a potentially important
factor in the plume evolution. Classical plume models, including those used operationally to diagnose
plume development from deep water spills, do not consider rotation and therefore omit above effects. It
would be interesting to revisit the DwH plume observations from the perspective provided by the present
analysis.
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